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Abstract—We propose a comprehensive scalable algorithm
simultaneously assessing the routing, scheduling and virtualiza-
tion in Time-Domain Wavelength Interleaved Network (TWIN).
TWIN is an energy-efficient optical burst switching technol-
ogy for metropolitan area and data center intra- and inter-
connections, with destinations using separate allocated sets of
wavelengths for the reception. Given the costs of the optical
transponders and the wavelength use per km of fiber length, the
proposed algorithm solves the routing and wavelength assignment
problem, and in the same time allocates the time slots to traffic
flows (performs the slot scheduling), so that the total network
cost is minimized. The algorithm also enables the construction
of overlayed virtual networking domains at minimum cost, which
share the transponders and network links, and can employ
different scheduling policies. The performance of the algorithm is
compared with the pre-existing optimal dimensioning solution for
single virtualization domain based on Integer Linear Programing,
for different scenarios. The obtained results show that the
network cost is within 27% of the optimal.

Index Terms—Optical burst switching, scheduling, network
virtualization, routing and wavelength assignment.

I. INTRODUCTION

The increase of bandwidth demand in the metropolitan

networks and the scalability limitations of Ethernet based

data centers, foster the need for the new optical transport

layer that shall ensure a highly efficient bandwidth utilization

of the optical resources, by, in the same time, improving

the network energy efficiency. This paper deals with Time-

Domain Wavelength Interleaved Network (TWIN), an optical

burst switching transport technology, proposed in [1], that

is candidate solution both for metropolitan and all-optical

data center inter- and intra-connection networks [2]. In order

to achieve a high energy efficiency, all the complexity in

TWIN network is pushed to the network edge. Edge nodes

are complex and perform the main functions, including all

those related to data, management and control plane. These

nodes take the roles of sources and/or destinations (see Fig. 1).

Inside of the network are the passive optical components that

are pre-configured and passively perform the switching of

the arriving optical bursts according to wavelength of their

destinations. Such network configuration is possible thanks to

the wavelength based destination addressing, where a single

wavelength is allocated to each edge node in a TWIN network.

Because of the specific wavelength distribution to the nodes,

TWIN can be seen as an overlap of multi-point to point

Fig. 1. TWIN architecture. All complexity is implemented in the edge nodes
S1, S2, S3, D1, D2, D3, while the other nodes (“passive nodes”) only require
simple optically passive components.

lightpath trees, each rooted at a fixed-wavelength (colored)

receiver on a (destination) node. The operation of the network

is usually slotted (as considered here), and the slots can be

either of fixed or variable size. Scheduling of time slots to the

traffic flows is the key issue in TWIN, as it impacts the overall

network performance and the network capacity use. TWIN

uses transporders composed of fixed-wavelength receiving part

and fast-wavelength tunable transmitting part.

The scheduling in TWIN has been extensively studied by

different research groups, with accent on minimizing the

schedule length, centralized and distributed scheduling, and

different traffic dynamicity (e.g., see [3],[4],[5]). The work

in [6], for the first time, simultaneously addresses the Routing

and Wavelength Assignment (RWA) and scheduling problem

in TWIN, and argues that these two problems shall be solved

together to minimize the total network cost. The proposed

dimensioning tool is an Integer Linear Program (ILP).

Optimally solving the joint RWA and scheduling problem

in TWIN cannot be done in polynomial time, so the linear

programming dimensioning tools proposed in previous works

are limited to small examples and cannot be used for real-scale

networks. In this paper, we propose a heuristic method, called

Heuristic Method for Virtual TWIN Dimensioning (HMVTD),

that as primary concern provides a scalable solution for the

RWA and scheduling optimization, a problem treated in [6]. In

addition, for the first time, the proposed algorithm allows the

creation of the arbitrary number of virtualization domains over

the same physical TWIN network, at minimum cost, and thus

assesses the emerging challenge of enabling the network level

virtualization for optical transport technologies [7],[8],[9].
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The network virtualization is an important building block in

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) [7], and is a technology

that shall facilitate the centralized control and the automa-

tion of the high capacity optical infrastructure. The optical

network virtualization enables the abstraction and sharing

of optical interfaces, channels and links between different

virtual network domains, and offers to the service providers

the possibility to disjointly operate such domains over the

same optical infrastructure. Separate virtualization domains

usually support separate QoS guarantees and service contracts

(e.g., see [10]). To the best of the authors’ knowledge, a

virtualization enabling algorithm has not been proposed so

far for a TWIN network. HMVTD defines a way the optical

interfaces are shared between different virtualization domains,

and maps the time slots to each of the interfaces, according

to the calculated global scheduling.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion II describes the proposed heuristic method and its variants.

Section III presents the detailed numerical results. Finally, Sec-

tion IV concludes the paper and highlights the contributions

of this work.

II. HEURISTIC METHOD FOR VIRTUAL TWIN

DIMENSIONING

The CAPEX cost of the TWIN network, or the total network

cost, accounts for the wavelength leasing cost per km of the

used fiber, (Clw), and the cost of each transponder, TRX (Ct).

The objective of the dimensioning problem considered here

is to minimize the total network cost, over the all network

virtualization domains. We use the traffic matrix to identify

the number of needed slots for each traffic demand. Both the

size of the TWIN’s schedule K and the input traffic matrix

are the input parameters for the heuristic. We assume that

the propagation delays are integer number of slot durations.

Finally, as in [6], we suppose that the slots that are the object of

allocation are enumerated by numbers 0, 1, ...,K−1 (mod K),

and that the scheduling being the result of the optimization is

periodically repeated. The full list of input parameters and

variables used by HMVTD algorithm is given next.

A. Input Parameters and Variables

Input Parameters

• G(V,E): a non-directed graph describing the physical

mesh topology, where V is the set of nodes and E is the

set of links;

• T v
i,j : traffic demand in number of slots (normalized to

the schedule length) to be allocated to a flow between

the source i and destination j, for virtual domain v; �i,j :

length in km of a link connecting the node i to node

j; Dk: time slot duration; ν: speed of light in the fiber;

W : maximum allowed number of wavelengths per fiber;

TRX : maximum allowed number of transponders per

node; Clw: wavelength leasing cost per km of the used

fiber; Ct: transponder cost; K: number of slots used for

the allocation, (i.e. the “schedule length”);

• DemandOrderingPolicy(v) (either MLC, MLS, MLD,

LCF or RD), DemandServingPolicy(v) (either ED or

PD), SlotSelectionPolicy(v) (either FFS or RS), with

the acronymes defined below; These policies can be

different for different virtualization domains v.

• N : number of iterations (constant ≥ 1 if

DemandOrderingPolicy(v)=RD or

SlotSelectionPolicy(v)=RS, else equal to 1);

• D: maximum number of overlayed virtual networking

domains in the final solution;

• NetworkConfiguration: contains the mapping of slots

and virtual domains to the physical network (it can be a

given parameter, or an empty set).

Output Variables

• Rv
i,j : set of links used to route the demand from the

source i to the destination j, in the virtual domain v;

Lv
i,j: length of path from source i to destination j, in the

virtual domain v; δvi,j : propagation delay (in number of

slots) experienced by a slot emitted by the source i until

it reaches the destination j, for virtual domain v;

• binary St,w,v
i,j (k) equal to 1 if slot k is used to carry

demand from source i to destination j, in virtual domain

v, by using transmitter t, wavelength w, and equal to 0

otherwise;

• binary txt
i equal to 1 if a transmitter t with fast tunable

laser is deployed at node i, and 0 otherwise; binary rxw
j

equal to 1 if a fixed wavelength receiver w is deployed

at node j, and 0 otherwise;

• integer NW , denotes total number of wavelengths used

in the network; real CW denotes total wavelength leasing

cost in the network; real CTRX denotes total transponder

cost in the network; real CTOT denotes total design cost

of the network;

The pseudo-code for the algorithm HMVTD is given in

Alg. 1, and is composed of three basic parts: 1) tree and

path construction, 2) resource allocation, 3) cost calculation.

The algorithm is repeated D times in order to calculate the

overlapping slots and define the optical resource sharing for

all virtual domains. The details of all algorithm parts are

explained next.

B. Tree and path construction

In this step, first the minimum spanning tree (MST) is found

for a given virtual domain. Several algorithms find the MST,

like Kruskal’s [11] and Steiner’s algorithms. While Kruskal

algorithm spans all vertices (V ) of a given graph, the Steiner

algorithm spans a given subset of vertices (V ′ ⊂ V ). There-

fore, for the current implementation, the Kruskal’s algorithm

is chosen.

Next, the routing paths Rv
i,j are found on the MST: the

problem is solved by Breadth-First Search (BFS) algorithm.

BFS finds the path on the graph starting from the source i and

inspects all the neighbouring nodes until it finds the destination

j. At the end of this step, the delay δvi,j (in integer number of

slots) is calculated.
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C. Resource allocation

For resource allocation, we study various variants of demand

ordering policies, demand serving policies, and slot selection

policies, as described next.

1) Demand Ordering Policies: (a) Most Loaded Connec-

tion (MLC): the demands i, j are sorted in the decreasing

order based on the load from a source i towards a destination

j; (b) Most Loaded Source (MLS): the demands i, j are

sorted in the decreasing order based on the total load from a

source i; (c) Most Loaded Destination (MLD): the demands

i, j are sorted in the decreasing order based on the total load

towards destination j; (d) Longest Connection First (LCF ):
the demands i, j are sorted in the decreasing order based on

the path length Lv
i,j between source i and destination j. Note

that for the above policies, the ties are broken so that the

demand having the lower index is ordered first; (e) Random

Demands (RD): the demands i, j are sorted in random order.

2) Demand Serving Policies: (a) Entire Demand (ED):
once a demand is selected, the entire number of required slots

k is allocated; (b) Partial Demand (PD): once a demand is

selected, a single slot k out of required number is allocated,

and the following demand is served.

3) Slot Selection Policies: (a) First Fit Slot (FFS): the first

available slot k is allocated; (b) Random slot (RS): random

available slot k is allocated.

Note that the slot selection policy can include the QoS

specifications (e.g., as done in [6]), which allows to set the

desired (separate) QoS level in each virtual domain.

To allocate a slot k for a demand i, j on wavelength w,

the slot availability at the source side and destination side is

checked. The “NO SLOT BLOCKING” condition from Alg.

1 is defined by the equations:

|V |∑

j′

W∑

w

D∑

v

St,w,v
i,j′ (k) = 0, ∀k ≤ K, ∀t ≤ TRX, ∀i ≤ |V |;

(1)
|V |∑

i′

TRX∑

t

D∑

v

St,w,v
i′,j (k + [(δi,j − δi′,j) mod K]) = 0,

∀k ≤ K, ∀w ≤ W,≤ K, ∀i ≤ |V |, ∀j ≤ |V |; (2)

Once a slot k is allocated to the nodes i, j, the traffic demand

T v
i,j is decreased by 1. The resource allocation sub-problem

repeats until all the traffic demands are satisfied.

D. Cost calculation

The “COST UPDATE” procedure from Alg. 1 consists in

updating all the relevant network costs. In this phase, the total

design cost CT0T is calculated, composed from the cost of

wavelength use per km of fiber and the cost of transponders.

The total number/cost of transponders CTRX is calculated

(eq. 5) as sum of the maximum between the number of

transmitters (eq. 3) and receivers (eq. 4) at each node:

D · |V | ·W ·K · txt
i ≥

D∑

v

|V |∑

j

W∑

w

K∑

k

St,w,v
i,j (k),

for all v ≤ D do
sub. 1: Tree and path construction:

Run the algorithm MST on G(V,E);
// Now we have a new graph G′(V,E′);
Run the algorithm BFS on G′(V,E′), to calculate

Rv
i,j and Lv

i,j , for all i, j ∈ V ;

set δvi,j = Lv
i,j/(ν ∗Dk) (∀i, j ∈ V );

sub. 2: Resource allocation:

Create the List(Demands) containing the traffic

demands T v
i,j , sorted in the order defined by

DemandOrderingPolicy(v);
for iteration ≤ N do

set St,w,v
i,j (k) = 0, (∀k)(1 ≤ k ≤ K);

for all

T v
i,j taken in the order of List(Demands) do

while T v
i,j > 0 do

for all t, w taken in the first-fit order do
for all values of k, chosen according

to DemandServingPolicy(v) and

SlotSelectionPolicy(v) do
if NO SLOT BLOCKING neither

at source nor at destination then

St,w,v
i,j (k) = 1; T v

i,j = T v
i,j − 1;

proceed with next T v
i,j ;

end

end

end

end

end

sub. 3: Cost calculation:

COST UPDATE;

iteration = iteration+ 1;
end

v = v + 1; Update NetworkConfiguration;
end

Algorithm 1: Heuristic Method for Virtual TWIN Dimen-

sioning.

∀t ≤ TRX, ∀i ≤ |V |; (3)

D · |V | · TRX ·K · rxw
j ≥

D∑

v

|V |∑

i

TRX∑

t

K∑

k

St,w,v
i,j (k),

∀w ≤ W, ∀j ≤ |V |; (4)

CTRX = Ct ·
|V |∑

i

max(

TRX∑

t

txt
i,

W∑

w

rxw
i ); (5)

The total number of wavelengths NW and the total wave-

length cost CW per km of fiber are computed as follows:

NW =

|V |∑

j

W∑

w

rxw
j ; (6)
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TABLE I
COST PENALTY FOR DIFFERENT RESOURCE ALLOCATION POLICIES

Demand Demand Slot Calculation Cost

Ordering Serving Selection Complexity Penalty

Policy Policy Policy [%]

MLC

ED
FFS O(D|V |3K2) 68.75

RS O(D|V |2K3N) 30.21

PD
FFS O(D|V |3K2) 89.58

RS O(D|V |2K3N) 46.66

MLS

ED
FFS O(D|V |3K2) 68.75

RS O(D|V |2K3N) 30.16

PD
FFS O(D|V |3K2) 89.58

RS O(D|V |2K3N) 45.51

MLD

ED
FFS O(D|V |3K2) 41.66

RS O(D|V |2K3N) 29.58

PD
FFS O(D|V |3K2) 81.25

RS O(D|V |2K3N) 44.37

LCF

ED
FFS O(D|V |3K2) 39.58

RS O(D|V |2K3N) 27.51

PD
FFS O(D|V |3K2) 47.91

RS O(D|V |2K3N) 44.37

RD

ED
FFS O(D|V |3K2N) 27.51

RS O(D|V |2K3N2) 29.58

PD
FFS O(D|V |3K2N) 44.58

RS O(D|V |2K3N2) 40.62

CW = Clw ·
D∑

v

|V |∑

i

|V |∑

j

W∑

w

(Lv
ij · rxw

j ); (7)

For the combination which uses the random policies (slot

selection policy (RS) and/or demand ordering policy (RD)),

the HMVTD computes the total cost N times (for each virtual

domain v), and out of N costs it keeps the value of the

minimum total cost, CTOT .

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

This section reports the results obtained by using the

HMVTD, which is implemented in C++ programming lan-

guage. The results are compared with the results obtained from

a commercially available LP solver, in which the optimal 0-

1 ILP formulation from [6] has been implemented (the latter

results are given with the optimality gap of 10%). We consider

the 6-node physical topology with 9 links as depicted in Fig. 2.

The propagation delay on each link corresponds to 5 slots

duration, where one time slot is equal to 10 μs. The wavelength

channel and TRX data rate is supposed to be 10 Gb/s. The

schedule length is supposed to be K = 5 and the number of

wavelengths in the network is limited to W = 40.

The cost is expressed in arbitrary units (a.u.). We set the

TRX cost to Ct = 1 (a.u.), while the cost of wavelength

use per km of fiber length (hereafter denoted simply by

“wavelength cost”) varies from Clw = 10−4 (a.u.)·km−1

(lower bound) to Clw = 0.1 (a.u.)·km−1 (upper bound). The

lower bound on Clw is calculated as a value at which a single

transponder cost is equal to the total possible wavelength

leasing cost, Ct/(
∑

� L� ·W ); this ensure that no transponder

can be traded for a wavelength [6]. The assumption for the

upper bound on Clw is derived from [12], where the ratio

Fig. 2. The logical topology of a 6-node mesh network, with 9 links, used
for computer simulations.

between the wavelength cost and the receiver cost is estimated

on a small size metropolitan ring.

In the following, we assess the performance of different

heuristic combinations in terms of complexity and design cost,

first, for the single virtualization domain (in subsections A,

B and C). Then, in subsection D, we evaluate the gain of

virtualization considering multiple virtual domains.

A. Heuristic performance evaluation

We first study the efficiency of the HMVTD using dif-

ferent heuristic combinations, when performing the resource

allocation. For this study, we considered a uniform and sym-

metric traffic between each pair of nodes, with fixed total

sent/received traffic of α = 2c at each node (where c is

the channel capacity). The TRX and wavelength costs are,

respectively: Ct = 1 (a.u.), Clw = 0.1 (a.u.) km−1. The

difference in the cost between the HMVTD and the ILP

optimal solution is called “the cost penalty”.

Note that for the heuristics which use randomness in slot

selection policy (i.e., RS) and in demand ordering policy (i.e.,

RD), the number of iterations N is equal to 100. All the results

are averaged over 20 simulations.

Tab. I shows that selecting the demands according to the

MLC and MLS achieves worse performance than other algo-

rithm variants. LCF and RD policies have similar cost penalty,

while RD policy has slightly increased time complexity due

to the presence of iterations.

ED based demand serving policy outperforms the PD in

all cases. This proves that serving the demands according to

round robin process leads to resource wastage.

RS policy outperforms the FFS in most of the cases.

However, FFS achieves low cost penalty (27.51%) when it

is coupled with random demand ordering. This is explained

by the fact that random process explores multiple possibilities

and keeps the configuration with minimum cost.

In addition to the cost penalty, performance of the heuristics

is also impacted by their calculation complexity. In HMVTD,

the calculation complexity depends on the number of virtual

domains (D), the network size (|V |, |E|), the schedule length

(K), and the number of iterations (N) (an additional param-

eter for the random-based algorithms). The MST and BFS

have the complexity of O(|E| log |V |) [11] and O(|V |√E)
[13] respectively. The complexity of the resource allocation

sub-problem varies according to the heuristics’ combinations.

The cost calculation sub-problem has negligible complexity.
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α

Fig. 3. Design cost in case of distributed traffic load.

α

Fig. 4. Transponders cost in case of distributed traffic load.

α

Fig. 5. Number of wavelengths in case of distributed traffic load.

α

Fig. 6. Wavelength cost in case of distributed traffic load.

α

Fig. 7. Design cost in case of centralized traffic load. Fig. 8. Network design cost (for distributed input traffic) in a function of the
wavelength cost

HMVTD resolves the three sub-problem sequentially, there-

fore, its global complexity is dominated by the resource

allocation algorithm that has the highest complexity. All of the

algorithms have a polynomial complexity of a degree between

6 and 8. As in a real network K >> V , the algorithms with

lowest order of K (e.g., MLC-ED-FFS and LCF-ED-FFS) are

less complex than the others.

In the following, we carry out a detailed study of the

performance considering the most pertinent heuristics having

the cost within 30% of the optimal solution.

B. Impact of traffic intensity on the network cost efficiency

In this section we assess the total design cost as a function

of traffic intensity with fixed TRX and wavelength cost. We

set the TRX cost to Ct = 1 (a.u.). For such Ct, the wavelength

cost is taken at its upper bound, and is fixed to Clw = 0.1 (a.u.)

km−1. In the following, distributed and centralized traffic are

considered.

1) Distributed Traffic: The traffic matrix is assumed to be

uniform and complete as in the previous section (i.e., there are

30 traffic flows in the network). The total sent/received traffic

by a node has the amplitude α.

The design cost is plotted in Fig. 3. For traffic loads between

0.5c and c, the design cost is close to the optimal solution. For

traffic higher than c, the design cost is within 27% that of the

optimal solution. To explain this difference, we plot the TRX

cost and the wavelength cost separately.

Figs. 4 and 5 show that the number of transponders

and wavelengths respectively, are very close to the optimal

solution. However, Fig. 6 illustrates that the difference in

design cost between heuristics and ILP is mainly due to

difference in wavelength cost, especially when traffic exceeds

the wavelength capacity (α > c). The penalty due to the

wavelength cost is the result of the simplified wavelength

assignment process. Indeed, when a wavelength is completely

filled in, HMVTD assigns another wavelength and continues

the resource allocation process for the remaining demands

without minimizing the total wavelength per fiber length. The

chosen wavelength assignment process helps to significantly

reduce the heuristic complexity since it avoids performing the
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resource allocation process from the beginning each time a

new wavelength is needed. However, this is achieved at price

of the increased total network cost.

2) Centralized Traffic: Centralized traffic is the case where

one of the nodes in the network plays the role of a gateway to

the backbone network. In our example, the gateway is located

at node A, and it is supposed that this node sends and receives

back the traffic with the same amplitude from all the nodes in

the network (i.e., α is the total sent/received traffic amplitude

by the gateway). This scenario is close to the current operation

of metropolitan networks.

The design cost comparison is presented in Fig. 7. The

combinations using the RD policy have almost the same

performance, with design cost within 6% that of the optimal

solution. The MLD and LCF policies have similar performance

and the average design cost is within 15% that of the optimal

solution for α = 2c. Similar to the distributed case, the

cost penalty comes from the wavelength leasing cost over the

network links.

C. The impact of the wavelength cost on the network cost

The previous simulations show that the penalty in design

cost (w.r.t. the optimal solution) is manly due to the wave-

length cost. In order to get a more complete understanding

of the behavior for different policies, we study the impact of

the wavelength cost Clw on the design cost. We consider for

this study a distributed traffic profile, with fixed amplitude

α = 2c as at this load the heuristics’ cost penalty is the most

significant. The results plotted in Fig. 8 show that for small

values of wavelength cost, all four policies are very close to

the optimal solution. However, for the sufficiently high value

of Clw (greater than 1% of the TRX cost), the design cost

penalty of the heuristics increases, until it reaches 27% of the

optimal solution.

D. The impact of virtualization on the network cost

In this section, we assess the performance of the HMVTD

for multiple virtualization domains using the RD-ED-FFS

heuristic combination, that has the best performance according

to the previous study. The distributed scenario with traffic

amplitude α = 2c is used.

Fig. 9. The impact of virtualization: Design cost in case of distributed traffic
load.

Fig. 9 shows that sharing the resources between multiple

virtualization domains as defined by HMVTD leads to up to

30% savings in design cost comparing to the network dimen-

sioning without virtualization, when resources are separately

allocated for each domain.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented the comprehensive algo-

rithm called HMVTD (Heuristic Method for Virtual TWIN Di-

mensioning), that is a scalable solution for routing, scheduling

and virtualization in TWIN optical burst switching network.

Results show that the most pertinent heuristics can reach a cost

within 27% that of the optimal solution. This penalty is mainly

due to the wavelength leasing cost, since the number of used

transponders and wavelengths are close to the optimal. We

also demonstrated that the impact of the wavelength leasing

cost is dominant when the wavelength cost per km is superior

to 1% of the transponder cost. In addition, applying HMVTD

to network virtualization leads to 30% saving in design cost

w.r.t. the case without virtualization.
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